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Two properties are needed for a classical system to be chaotic: exponential stretching and mixing.
Recently, out-of-time order correlators were proposed as a measure of chaos in a wide range of
physical systems. While most of the attention has previously been devoted to the short time
stretching aspect of chaos, characterized by the Lyapunov exponent, we show for quantum maps
that the out-of-time correlator approaches its stationary value exponentially with a rate determined
by the Ruelle-Pollicot resonances. This property constitutes clear evidence of the dual role of the
underlying classical chaos dictating the behavior of the correlator at different timescales.
PACS numbers: 03.65.Yz, 03.65.Ta, 05.45.Mt
Introduction. Classical chaos is commonly associated
with the exponential separation of trajectories. The im-
possibility of translating this concept literally into the
quantum realm is one of the reasons why the develop-
ment of quantum chaos [1] has remained a challenge
throughout the years. Nevertheless, important achieve-
ments have been accomplished in the field; one of the
most prominent being the description of universal prop-
erties in the spectrum described by ensembles of ran-
dom matrices. Thus, spectral properties can in many
cases signal quantum chaos. More recently, tools like the
Loschmidt echo [2] have allowed to gauge and analyze
quantum chaos in the time domain. Chaotic (ergodic)
properties of eigenfunctions have become a central sub-
ject in relation to thermalization (via the eigenstate ther-
malization hypothesis [3]), particularly in many-body lo-
calization [4].
Another probe of quantum chaos is provided by the
out-of-time ordered correlator (OTOC). It was first used
in Ref. [5], where its exponential growth with time was
associated to chaotic behavior. Recently the OTOC has
been put forward as a measure of chaos in many-body
systems [6–15]. The physical concepts behind the OTOC
are particularly interesting in that they can be related to
scrambling of quantum information [16–18] and entangle-
ment. Moreover, the subject has attracted considerable
attention following the conjecture that puts a bound on
its growth rate for many-body thermal quantum systems
[19]. The ever growing advances in coherent manipula-
tion of quantum systems have also permitted to envisage
and carry out experiments to measure them [13, 16, 20–
23].
These time domain features of the OTOC concern rel-
atively short times (i.e. up to the Ehrenfest time). Gen-
eral chaotic behavior is characterized by two properties.
The first one is stretching, causing exponential separa-
tion of trajectories and is quantified by the Lyapunov
exponent. But small time separation of initial conditions
is not enough for chaos. The second property associated
with chaos is mixing, which in a compact phase space is
realized when the stretching trajectories fold back unto
themselves (simple graphical examples are given by the
baker’s map or Smale’s horseshoe). Mixing takes place
for longer times and is quantified by the decay of corre-
lation functions. For strongly chaotic systems this decay
is exponential with a rate given by Ruelle-Pollicott res-
onances (RPRs) [24]. Since the OTOC is by definition
a correlation function, an observable effect of this sec-
ond regime due to mixing in chaotic systems is to be
expected [25]. Such a regime has not to our knowledge
been observed in any system for which the OTOC has
been studied.
In this Letter we show that the RPRs play an impor-
tant role in the time behavior of the OTOC. For strongly
chaotic systems, the approach to saturation is exponen-
tial and dominated by the largest RPR. Moreover we
provide an analytical proof, for a simple model, that the
short time exponential growth is governed by the Lya-
punov exponent. Up to now, such behavior has only been
shown numerically or deduced under certain approxima-
tions [7, 13, 27–29].
Out-of-time ordered correlator. The OTOC is defined as
the thermal average involving the commutator between
two operators at different times
C(t) = ⟨[Aˆ(t), Bˆ][Aˆ(t), Bˆ]†⟩ (1)
with Aˆ(t) the Heisenberg evolution of the operator Aˆ.
For simplicity, we consider operators acting on a Hilbert
space of dimension N . As the evolution will be gov-
erned by a N ×N unitary map the average is given by
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2⟨.⟩ = Tr(.)/N . For Aˆ and Bˆ Hermitian we can expand
the commutators and obtain C(t) = −2[O1(t)−O2(t)]/N
with
O1(t) = Tr [Aˆ(t)BˆAˆ(t)Bˆ] , O2(t) = Tr [Aˆ2(t)Bˆ2] . (2)
For the time evolution we use the quantum version
of classical maps on the torus. They embody, in the
simplest possible way, the essential features of chaotic
motion: a compact phase space and an exponential di-
vergence of trajectories, together with computable Lya-
punov exponents, Ruelle-Pollicott resonances, and even-
tually other quantities that characterize their chaotic na-
ture.
For concreteness, we use the quantum version of a
paradigmatic example of chaos, the perturbed Arnold’s
cat map [30] on the unit torus
p′ = p + q − 2pik sin[2piq]
q′ = q + p′ + 2pik sin[2pip′] mod 1. (3)
The Lyapunov exponent for k = 0 is the logarithm of
the largest eigenvalue of M = (2 1
1 1
), i.e. λL = ln[(3 +√
5)/2] and does not change significantly for small values
of k. We introduce a nonlinear perturbation to avoid
nongeneric behavior that can appear in the quantized
version at long times.
A quantum map is a unitary operator that represents
the canonical transformation corresponding to the classi-
cal map. The torus structure implies a double periodic-
ity, which upon quantization imposes the discreteness of
Hilbert space with an effective Planck constant related
to the dimension N of Hilbert space by heff = 1/(2piN).
The map is quantized as a N ×N unitary operator UˆM
[31], and the time evolution is given in discrete steps by
Uˆ tM . For convenience, we express it as a composition of
“kicks” in position and momentum
UˆM = e−i2pi( p22N −kN cos(2pip/N))e−i2pi( q22N +kN cos(2piq/N)) (4)
with q, p = 0, ...,N − 1. Position and momentum are re-
lated by the discrete Fourier transform. Thus, UˆM can
be efficiently implemented using fast Fourier transform
routines.
An intuitive interpretation of the relation between
C(t) and chaos can be given directly for position and
momentum operators Xˆ and Pˆ [19]. On the quantized
torus, these operators are not well defined, but an ap-
proximation in the classical limit can be constructed in
terms of Schwinger shift operators[32]. These are defined
as
Vˆ = ∑
q∈ZN ∣q + 1⟩⟨q∣ ; Uˆ = ∑q∈ZN ∣q⟩⟨q∣τ2q (5)
with τ = eipi/N . Then, position and momentum can be
defined as
Xˆ = Uˆ − Uˆ †
2i
; Pˆ = Vˆ − Vˆ †
2i
(6)
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FIG. 1. OTOC, Eq. (1), (top panel) and ∣O1(t)∣, Eq. (2),
(bottom panel) in the unitary map of Eq. (4), for k = 0 (●)
and k = 0.02 (◻), as well as in the dissipative (coarse-grained)
map, defined in Eq. (15), for k = 0.02 and  = 0.01 (∎). The
dashed horizontal line of the lower panel corresponds to the
value O2 = 1/4 obtained for the unitary map. The nonper-
turbed unitary results (k = 0,  = 0) are obtained analytically,
the rest of the data comes from numerical calculations. For
the latter, N = 1024 has been chosen. In the upper panel the
vertical gray line marks the Ehrenfest time tE and the blue
line indicates exp(2λLt), with λL = ln[(3 + 5)/2]. The red
line on both panels shows a decay ∣α1∣2t, with ∣α1∣ ≈ 0.526.
The integer values of t stand for the number of iterations of
the map. The lines joining the symbols are guides to the
eyes. Inset: Additional data in the perturbed unitary map
(k ≠ 0,  = 0) for k = 0.325, 0.275, 0.25 (solid lines from top
to bottom), together with the decay ∣α1∣2t corresponding to∣α1∣ = 0.864, 0.822, 0.698 (dashed lines).
which are Hermitian and in the semiclassical limit fulfill
the correct commutation relation. We proceed to com-
pute C(t) numerically replacing Aˆ↔ Xˆ and Bˆ ↔ Pˆ . In
Fig. 1 (top) we compute C(t) for the map of Eq. (4), for
k = 0 and k = 0.02. The case k = 0 corresponds to the
analytical derivation which we show below. There, the
exponential growth C(t) ∼ exp[2λLt] for short times – up
to the Ehrenfest time tE = ln(N)/λL – can be seen explic-
itly. For k > 0 the same Lyapunov behavior is observed.
However, at the Ehrenfest time the behavior is different.
While for k = 0 it oscillates (see below), for k > 0 it sat-
urates to 1/2. The saturation of C(t) follows from the
unitary evolution in a finite-size system [27–29, 33, 34]
and is set by the constant value of O2(t).
In the bottom of Fig. 1 we show the behavior of ∣O1(t)∣.
For the cases discussed above, O2(t) is trivially constant
(dashed horizontal line). Interestingly, we notice that
3O1(t) ≈ O2(t) = 1/4 up to the Ehrenfest time, so that
the exponential growth of C(t) results from the differ-
ence between two quantities that are initially very close.
Another remarkable observation is that for t ≈ tE, ∣O1(t)∣
starts to decay, while C(t) approaches a stationary value.
The decay of O1(t) is exponential, and its rate depends
on k. In the inset of Fig.1 we present data for different
values of k. The variation of the decay rate follows closely
that of the RPR. O1(t) is a correlation function and its
long time decay rate for different values of k appears
generic in the numerical calculations. We show below
that indeed the decay is governed by the RPR. This fact
will be further investigated below using a coarse-grained
evolution. Thus, Fig. 1 shows a summary of the main
results of this Letter. In what follows, we provide an ana-
lytical derivation of the Lyapunov regime for the systems
we have considered. We then introduce a coarse-graining
propagator in order to gain access to the Ruelle-Pollicott
regime.
Lyapunov regime.– We proceed to derive an analytical
expression for C(t) in the case k = 0. The Weyl transla-
tion operators can be defined in terms of shift operators
[Eq. (5)] as
Tˆξ = Vˆ ξq Uˆξpτ ξqξp (7)
with ξ = (ξq, ξp) ∈ Z2. They have the following properties
TˆξTˆχ = τ<ξ,χ>Tˆξ+χ ; [Tˆξ, Tˆχ] = 2i sin( pi
N
< ξ, χ >) Tˆξ+χ,
(8)
where < , > represents the symplectic product. The im-
portant property of the translation operators is that, for
quantum linear maps like UˆM that quantize a symplectic
linear transformation M = (a b
c d
) with det[M] = 1, they
transform “classically” as
TˆMtξ = Uˆ †tM TˆξUˆ tM . (9)
This is the reason why the quantization of linear maps
does not scramble operators, as it was pointed out in
Ref. [27]. Now we define the following Hermitian opera-
tors
Fˆξ = Tˆξ − Tˆ †ξ
2i
, (10)
which will allow us to define a family of OTOCs by re-
placing Aˆ and Bˆ in Eq. (1). After a simple calculation it
is easy to see that these OTOCs are given by
C(t) = − 1
N
Tr ([Fˆξ(t), Fˆχ]2) = sin2( pi
N
<M tξ, χ >),
(11)
where we have defined
M t ≡ (at bt
ct dt
) , (12)
where at, bt, ct, dt being integers modulo N that grow
exponentially with λL, the logarithm of the largest eigen-
value of M . This will happen until they become of or-
der N and mod(N) kicks in. From Eq. (6) we see that< M tξ, χ >= −at for Xˆ = Fˆ(1,0) and Pˆ = Fˆ(0,1), and so
we finally arrive at the following exact expression for the
OTOC for k = 0,
C(t) = sin2 (piat
N
) . (13)
Replacing at = eλLt for early times such that at < N
C(t) ≈ (piat
N
)2 = pi2
N2
e2λLt, (14)
with λL the classical Lyapunov exponent of M .
This is the first important result of this Letter. We
have analytically shown that for short times the OTOC
for a chaotic map, a paradigmatic example of quantum
chaos, grows exponentially with a rate given by twice
the classical Lyapunov exponent. Expanding the squared
commutator and using cyclic properties of the trace and
simple trigonometry, we have O2(t) = 1/4 and O1(t) =(1/4) cos(2piat/N).
Ruelle-Pollicott regime.– In what follows we explain the
long time behavior observed in the case k > 0. It is
characterized by saturation of C(t), which is in turn ex-
plained by the decay of ∣O1(t)∣. As stated before, this
decay is given by ∣α1∣2t, where α1 is the largest RPR,
smaller than α0 = 1. The RPRs are the isolated eigen-
values {αi} of the Koopman operator acting on a func-
tional (Banach) space, less restrictive than L2, i.e. allow-
ing some distributions [1, 35]. They are located inside
the unit circle and beyond some characteristic radius r.
Therefore, when projected to a space orthogonal to the
invariant density, which corresponds to α0 = 1, correla-
tions decay asymptotically as αt1 (if ∣α1∣ > ∣α2∣ > . . .). We
expand this discussion in the Supplemental Material.
The deep connection between the quantum propaga-
tor and the RPRs was established as a type of spec-
tral quantum-classical correspondence, by introducing a
coarse-grained propagator [1, 37–39]. Such a propagator
can be defined as a two-step superoperator
Aˆt+1 = D (Uˆ †AˆtUˆ)
def= ∑
ξ
c(ξ)Tˆ †ξ Uˆ †AˆtUˆ Tˆξ. (15)
At each (discrete) time t the unitary map Uˆ is followed
by an incoherent sum of all the possible translations in
phase space with a (quasi-)Gaussian weight c(ξ) cen-
tered at ξ = 0. For convenience (see [38]) c(ξ) is de-
fined as the two-dimensional discrete Fourier transform
of c˜(µ, ν) = e−(N/pi)(sin2(piµ/N)+sin2(piν/N))/2. It is approx-
imately Gaussian with width proportional to 1/, and
 therefore characterizing the size of the coarse grain-
ing. The coarse graining D introduces decoherence by
dephasing noise. It can also be interpreted as an aver-
age over many different initial conditions, with Gaussian
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FIG. 2. ∣O()1 (t)∣ for different values of coarse-graining
strength. Colors (shades) encode the values of . Perturbed
cat map with k = 0.02, N = 1000, ∣α1∣ ≈ 0.526. The dashed
(red) line indicates the Ruelle decay ∣α1∣2t.
weight. The resulting propagator is nonunitary, and it is
unital –it is a convex sum of unitary operators. One di-
rect consequence of the nonunitarity is that O
()
2 (t) will
now decay, and as a consequence, so will C()(t).
It is proven in Ref. [1] that taking the limits N → ∞
and  → 0 in the appropriate order, the spectrum con-
verges to that of an equivalent classical coarse-grained
propagator whose spectrum in turn converges to the
RPR. For completely chaotic systems there is a clear gap∣α1∣ < 1, and so for large times Oi should decay as ∣α1∣2t
(see Fig. 1 top and bottom panels). Technically, obtain-
ing the RPRs in the limit N → ∞ becomes very hard,
because it involves N2 × N2 matrices. Classical Ulam
partitioning is not any easier. Rather, we profit from
the fact that only the largest (in modulus) eigenvalue is
needed and an iterative method based on Lanczos power
iteration can be used[38, 40, 41]. It essentially consists
of iterating an initial arbitrary state forward and back,
building a matrix and solving a generalized eigenvalue
problem. The key issue is that the existence of a finite
gap reduces the size of the eigenvalue problem to solve
drastically. The method guarantees that, in a limited
region of  and N (N = const [1, 39]), we can extract
from the unitary operator a certain number of resonances
that are independent of both  and N so that they are
classical (N → ∞) characteristics of the map. Numeri-
cally for N ≈ 1000 we can extract up to around 10 – 15
of the largest resonances. As an alternative, since c(ξ)
is quasi-Gaussian, it effectively truncates the propagator
in Fourier space, and this fact can be used to compute
the spectrum in what is sometimes called the chord rep-
resentation [42].
In Figs. 1 and 2 the effect of the coarse graining is
shown for both C(t) and ∣O1(t)∣. Since O()2 (t) is no
longer constant (see Supp. mat.), C()(t) does not sat-
urate, but decays also according to the largest RPR. In
Fig. 2 we show ∣O()1 (t)∣ for different values of . We
can see how the Ruelle-Pollicott behavior, even though
already present without coarse graining, is progressively
unveiled and lasts longer as  becomes larger. Eventually,
after some threshold value the decay of ∣O1∣ saturates to∣α1∣2t (dashed red line). This behavior is expected to be
valid for a limited range of . For large enough values,
the effect of D will dominate over the unitary dynamics.
We point out that the decay governed by RPR’s pre-
sented by the OTOC, beyond the Ehrenfest time, for
dissipative time evolution is reminiscent of the long
time behavior exhibited by the Loschmidt echo [37–39].
Such concomitance suggests a link between both time-
dependent correlators [13, 43]. In the Supplemental Ma-
terial we present numerical results for two other examples
of chaotic maps. The standard and Harper maps. The
numerics for these other maps fully support the results
presented here.
Conclusions.– The OTOC is a powerful tool to charac-
terize chaos in a great variety of domains from single par-
ticle to many-body physics, up to black holes and high
energy thermodynamics. Part of this power comes from
the possibility to relate its time dependence to classical
quantities like the Lyapunov exponent, that can be in-
dependently determined. We have analytically shown,
for simple systems, how the classical Lyapunov expo-
nent appears explicitly in the early time dependence of
the OTOC. Moreover, we have also shown that after the
Ehrenfest time the approach to saturation of the OTOC
or its eventual decay is determined by the RPRs, which
are the classical quantities responsible for the decay of
correlations in strongly chaotic systems. This leads us to
conclude that the main traits of classical chaos are em-
bedded in both the short and long time dynamics of the
OTOC.
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1Supplemental material to
“Chaos signatures in the short and long time behavior of the out-of-time ordered
correlator”
Long time decay of quantum chaotic coarse-grained dynamics
We have defined the coarse grained superoperator as a map between operators, consisting of a unitary transformation
followed by a convex sum of translations in phase space
S(Oˆ) def= ∑
ξ
Tˆ †ξ Uˆ
†OˆUˆ Tˆξ, (S1)
where Uˆ is a unitary map in a 2-torus phase space, Tˆξ are displacements by a vector ξ ∈ Z2, and Oˆ some arbitrary
operator. Since S is a convex sum of unitaries it is completely positive and contracting. Moreover, it is unital, i.e.
it has one eigenvalue 1, corresponding to the uniform density ρˆ = Iˆ/N . The rest of the spectrum lies inside the unit
circle. Furthermore, it is not normal, so left and right eigenoperators are in general different
SRˆi = αiRˆi , S†Lˆi = α∗i Lˆi. (S2)
The left and right eigenoperators Rˆi, Lˆi form a biorthogonal set (with the inner product defined by the trace)
Tr(Lˆ†i Rˆi) = δij . (S3)
In addition, we assume the eigenoperators to be normalized as Tr(Lˆ†i Lˆi) = Tr(Rˆ†i Rˆi) = 1, and their eigenvalues ordered
by decreasing modulus 1 > ∣α1∣ ≥ ∣α2∣ ≥ . . . ∣αN2−1∣. For simplicity we assume the spectrum to be non-degenerate. For
α0 = 1 we have Rˆ0 = Lˆ0 = Iˆ/N . Then, the spectral decomposition looks like
S =∑
i
αiRˆiTr(Lˆ†i . ), (S4)
where i = 0, . . . ,N2 − 1, and the dot implies the action of S on an operator. In Ref. [S1] it was demonstrated that
this type of spectral decomposition is possible, and that taking suitable limits (first N → ∞ and then  → 0) the
eigenvalues correspond to the Ruelle-Pollictott resonances.
Let us now consider the evolution of an operator, in particular Xˆ, which can be expanded as
Xˆ =∑
i
xiRˆi, with xi = Tr(Lˆ†iXˆ). (S5)
Then, the evolution up to (discrete) time t is given by
Xˆ(t) = StXˆ =∑
i
xiα
t
iRˆi. (S6)
Additionally, we have Tr(Xˆ) = x0 = 0 and thus, asymptotically, after the Ehrenfest time, we have
Xˆ(t) ≈ αt1Rˆ1, (S7)
and
∣O()1 (t)∣ = ∣α1∣2t ∣x1∣∣Tr(Rˆ1Pˆ Rˆ1Pˆ )∣. (S8)
We have assumed α1 to be real, which is usually the case. If it is complex, then oscillations are superposed with the
exponential decay. We have also observed that if many αi are close in modulus, then the decay is less clear, and an
average behavior is more likely to be observed. An analogous analysis holds for O2(t), and consequently for C(t) as
well.
2Examples for other maps
In this supplementary part we discuss two other maps beyond that of the main text, in order to test the universality
of our results. Both of these maps can be derived from kicked Hamiltonians The first one is the Chirikov standard
map [S2]
p′ = p + K
2pi
sin(2piq)
q′ = q + p′. mod 1 (S9)
which is the Poincare´ section of a kicked rotator. Below a certain critical value Kc ≈ 0.971635 . . . [S3], the motion
of the standard map in momentum is limited by KAM curves. Above Kc there is unbounded motion in p. For very
large K, there are no significant islands and the motion is essentially chaotic.
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FIG. S1. (top) C(t) (bottom) ∣O1(t)∣ for (left) the standard map with K = 19.74 and ∣α1∣ ≈ 0.47; (right) the Harper map with
K = 0.94 and ∣α1∣ ≈ 0.38. The blue lines correspond to e2λLt and the red ones to ∣α1∣2t. The behavior for these two maps is
equivalent to the one observed in Fig. 1 of the main text for the cat map.
The second map studied in this section is the Harper map, which is an approximation of the motion of a kicked
charge under the action of an external magnetic field [S4, S5].
p′ = p −K1 sin(2piq)
q′ = q +K2 sin(2pip′) mod 1. (S10)
For simplicity we only consider the symmetric case K1 = K2 = K. In the case of the Harper map, for K < 0.11,
the dynamics described by the associated classical map is regular, while for K > 0.63 there are no remaining visible
regular islands [S6].
The advantage of using these types of maps is that the quantum version takes the simple form [S2, S6]
UˆM = Uˆ(p)Vˆ (q) ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
U
(Standard)
K = e−ipi p2N e−i2piNK cos(2piq/N)
U
(Harper)
K = ei2piNK cos(2pip/N)ei2piNK cos(2piq/N) , (S11)
were q, p = 0,1, . . . ,N − 1. Both maps in Eq. S11 are efficient to implement numerically using fast Fourier transforms.
In Figs. S1 and S2 we present results that support and extend those presented in the main text for the cat map. For
linear maps like the (unperturbed) cat map of the main section, the Lyapunov exponent λ = lnα, where α is the largest
eigenvalue of the monodromy matrix. On the other hand, for nonlinear maps such a quantity depends on the initial
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FIG. S2. ∣O()1 (t)∣ for different values of coarse-graining strength (d = 500). Colors (shades) encode the values of . (left)
Standard map with K = 19.74, ∣α1∣ ≈ 0.47; (right) Harper map with K = 0.94, ∣α1∣ ≈ 0.38. The dashed (red) line indicates the
Ruelle decay ∣α1∣2t. The behavior obtained for these two maps is similar to that of the cat maps presented in Fig. 2 of the main
text.
condition and an average should be made. The standard definition is λ = ⟨limt→∞ limd(0)→0(1/t) ln(dX0(t)/dX0(0))⟩X0 ,
where dX0(t) represents a distance in phase space and the bracket represent a phase space average over the initial
condition X0. In [S7] a generalized Lyapunov exponent Λ was defined where the average is done before computing the
logarithm. In the computations shown in Fig. S2 the difference between λ and Λ is imperceptible. The subsequent
approach to saturation given by RPR, is very convincing (Fig. S1). In Fig. S2 the dependence on the coarse-graining
parameter  is exposed. For a range of relatively large values of  the decay rate saturates. However if  becomes
too large then the coarse-graining dominates the dynamics and no trace of the original classical map is expected to
appear.
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